
A huge THANK YOU and a big update

Your carbon capturing update

A huge THANK YOU and a big update! 

Hello! We hope you are well and are enjoying 'show season' now it is in full
swing. 

We wanted to share some exciting news! Despite only launching just over six
months ago we're very proud to announce that the FBHVC's carbon capture
initiative has already carbon balanced 1,249,017 miles! Between us we have
carbon captured 563 tonnes of carbon dioxide and planted over 1500 trees.

Hundreds of you have signed up through the Federation's website whilst
numerous clubs, traders and museums have also got involved. It's a credit to the
historic motoring community to have so many different interests making such a
powerful environmental statement.

It really is a huge achievement and would not have been possible without you -
a big thank you from the FBHVC, Tree-V and the planet for making this possible.
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We'd love to see your pride and joys!

Send us a photo of your vehicles with your stickers for a chance to win a free
year of carbon capture! We love to see your shiny and not so shiny vehicles
(we're not picky!) especially if they've got their FBHVC sticker in price of
place. This is our friend Cynthia the Morris Minor showing her green
credentials at a recent Gaydon Gathering!

Send your pics to hello@tree-v.com or tag us @_tree_v_ on social media :) 

Any photos submitted may be used on our social media channels and in future
communications with those taking part in the FBHVC's scheme.

Trees in Tom's Wood

Birch Tree Facts

The average height of a birch tree is around 12 meters (40 feet tall), but the
paper and yellow birch can grow up to 24 meters (80 feet) tall.
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Trees in Tom's Wood

Scots Pine Tree Facts

The pine needles contains a good bit of vitamin C and can make delicious
pine needle tea.

A huge thank you from the Tree-V Family for helping us show the historic
vehicle community cares about the environment and the future!

You received this email because you signed up on our website or made
purchase from us.

Unsubscribe
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